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A NOTE ON KAEHLERIAN

PROPERTY

0. Introduction

METRICS WITH CERTAIN

FOR VRIC

By

Eriko Omachi

Let Mln be a 2≪ real dimensional Kaehlerian manifold, whose complex

structureis given by a paralleltensor fieldF = (F-) satisfying

. fjf;=s;, gjiF}Fl= g<k,

where g ―(gji)is the Riemannian metric tensor of M2n. Let K = (KL) be the

Bochner curvature tensor and K = (K/gj)a tensor given by

(0.1) KkH = VkRii-V,Rki

1

+

4(≪+l)
(QkiSj ~ 9A + FuFj1 - Fj{Fkh+ 2FkjFlh)rh

where R = (RL) is the Riemannian curvature tensor, Ric = (Rji)= (RL) the

Ricci tensor,and r ―R＼ the scalarcurvature.

(tt)

Let us consider the condition

where ry

condition

VkRji =

1

4(n+l)
{2rkgji + rjgki + ngkj + hFik + fiFjk)

= Fjhh and Tj = V/r. This condition gives a necessary

for equality in the inequality

1

H2^|VRic|2
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m+ 1

which was proved in [2].

If M2n satisfies(#) K vanishes [2].But the converse is not true. The example

of metric satisfying (ft)is unknown, except the case where r is constant.

On the other hand, if M2n is Bochner-flat, i.e.K = 0, then K vanishes. The
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examples of non-flat Bochner-flat metric have been found by Tachibana and Liu

[1]. The purpose of this paper is to show that Tachibana and Liu's metrics just

give examples of non-flat metrics satisfying(jj).

The author expresses her hearty thanks to Professor Shun-ichi Tachibana for

his suggestions and encouragement.

1. Preliminaries

Throughout thispaper, the complex coordinate{zA,zr} shallbe used, where

zr _ ^ ^g conjUgate of zx. We adopt the followingranges of indices:

1 ^/j,fc,... ^2n,

1 ^ 2.,ji,v,...Sn, V = A + n.

With respect to the complex coordinate,the metric tensor gp and the complex

structureFj of M2n satisfies

(1.1)

(1.2)

9fd = 9n*k

Fi = ≫, Fr = 0

i> = g<riFf = 0, F^x = Ff,ga*x = -ig^x

and the Ricci tensor Ric = (Rji) and scalar curvature r = R* + Rfi ―2R＼ satisfy

(1.3)

Putting Kkjih

(f)

~r

M F*ra = id*rx = />,

= Krkjigrh,the Bochner curvature tensor is given by

1

+

{dAu*RvP* + 9ip*Rvn* + gVp*Rkn* + 9vfi*RiP*)

(9Xfi*dvp* +9Ap*9vfi')-

(nguv* + rMg^)

n + 2

R

2{n +!)(≪ + 2)

By virtue of (1.1)―(1.3),the condition (jj)is reduced to the following simple form:

VkR^~2(n+＼)
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2. Metrics with Vanishing Bochiier Curvature Tensor

Let Cn be the complex number space with complex coordinate {zi}. In the

following of thispaper, we denote coordinates by zx instead of zx. A real valued

holomorphic function <f>= (/>(z,z)of {zx,zx} gives a Kaehlerian metric g^x*―

d1(j)/dztidzito Cn or its subdomain. Under the assumption that 0 is a function of

t ― X^a=i Z≪^a>Tachibana and Liu found (j)―f(t) so that the corresponding

Kaehlerian metric has the vanishing Bochner curvature tensor. In this case, the

metric tensor g^*, the Christoffel symbols F^, the Ricci tensor RMx* and the

scalar curvature r are as follows (' means differentiationwith respect to t):

(2.1)

(2.2)

where

(2.3)

(2.4)

where

(2.5)

and

(2.6)

(2.7)

/･IS i rll -9&* = J d^+J zvzh

TU = 77 (f/vA + ZX$vm) + OZvZpZx,

f' f'" _ ? f"2
a =

f{f' + tf"y

X

M

r-2(7＼

Ill_ f"2＼
―LJ.-a't-a = ll'

(n ±i )/"
-at

tf"(tX + n)＼

For convenience sake we put

(2.8) A =

r

2(/i+!)(/! +2)"

On account of vanishing Bochner curvature tensor, the function / satisfiesthe

differentialequation

(2.9) 2af" = a'f,
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which induces by integration

(2.10)

or equivalently

(2.11)
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a = af (a is a constant)

/'/'"- 2/"2= af (f' + tf")

From thisequation, Tachibana and Liu obtained the result:that f{t) gives a non-

flat Bochner-flat Kaehlerian metric satisfying /"(0) = 0 is equivalent to that /

takes one of the following two forms;

(U)

/(≪)=-on-1 (£≫)+*,

/(*)=
i

sinh"1 (£*)+*,

where b and c are positiveconstants and k is any constant.

For these metrics the followingformulae hold [1]:

(2.12) a' = 2aff"

(2-13) f" = atf'＼

(2.14) f^^Jl^L,

(2.15) X = -{n + 2)af'＼＼+ 2at2f'2),

(2.16) n=-{n + 2)atf'2

(2.17) g^. = /'(o-≫v+ a?/' z≫zv).

3. Metrics Satisfyingthe Condition (jj)

Now we shallshow thatabove-mentioned metricsare examples of the space

satisfying(|j).

Firstwe calculateeach term of

V^/zv' = dxRMv*―Fk/iRpV*―TXvtRMp*.

From (2.4) and ju'= X, the firstterm is

(3.1) dxR/m* = X'zAzMzv+ k(z^5xv+ zxS/iv)■
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From (2.2),(2.9),(2.10) and (2.13),we have

(3.2) F^ = af'2{zpzAzM + t(zxSp/1+ v^)}

from which the second term is

(3.3) r^Rpv* = ^2 af izpZ^M + t{zx5pll+ z^5px)]{lzpzv + jjSpv}

p
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= af {(h + ju)zxz^,zv+ IXtziz^Zy + fit(z^xv+ ^v)}-

Hence

(3.4) VAiV = {A' - af'＼?>Xt+ fi)}zxzMzv+ {X- af'2^{z^ + z^5Xv)

from (3.1) and (3.3) on account of TpXvt= 0, where insides of { } is calculated as

follows: differentiating(2.15),and using (2.13), we have

(3.5) X' = -{n + 2)a{2f'f"{＼ + 2at2f'2) + fla^tf + 2t2f'f")}

= -2(n + 2)a2tf'＼3+4at2f'2),

and from (2

(3.6)

Hence

(3.7)

15) and (2.16)

3Xt + ju= -2(n + 2)atf'2(2 + 3at2f'2).

X' - af'2(3a + fi)= -2(n + 2)a2tf'＼?>+ 4at2f'2)

+ 2(n + 2)a2tf'＼2 + 3at2f'2)

= -2(n + 2)a2tf'＼l+at2f'2),

and from (2.15) and (2.16),

(3.8) X - af'tju = -(≪ + 2)≪//2(l+ 2at2f'2) + {n + 2)a2t2f*

= -{n + 2)af'＼＼+at2f'2).

Substituting (3.7) and (3.8) into (3.4), we obtain

(3.9) VAi^ = -2(/i + 2)a2tf'＼＼+ at2f'2)z^zv

- (n + 2)af'2(l + at2f'2){zx8,v + zfa)

= -{n + 2)a/'2(l + at2f'2)(2atff2zxzfizv+ z^v + z^Xv)
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Now we shall calculate the right hand side of (#') for our metrics. Sub-

stituting(2.10) and (2.13) in (2.14), we have

A = -atf,

from which

(3.10) r = 2(/i+ ＼){n+ 2)A = -2{n +l)(n + 2)atf.

Differentiating (3.10) by zx, and taking account of (2.13) we have

(3.11) n = -2(ii + l)(n + 2)a{zjJ' + tf'%)

= -2{n + l)(n + 2)af'{＼+ at2f'2)zk.

Substituting (3.11) and (2.17), we can see that the right hand side of (#') coincides

to that of (3.9).

Thus we conclude that the metrics given by (j}tf)satisfy(jj).
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